
# Station Location Access

1 KFØAUV Jerry Belgrade Net Control - 145.270 - FM - DCS 172

2 KGØCV Dave Cold Spring 224.800 - FM

3 KEØNCV Phil Rockville 224.800 - FM

4 NYØI Dean Paynesville 224.800 - FM

5 KFØAUW Shawnne Belgrade 145.270 - FM - DCS 172

6 KDØMOM Tom Foley 145.270 - FM - DCS 172

7 NØBJN Rick Little Falls 145.270 - FM - DCS 172

8 KBØNMN Kevin Foley 145.270 - FM - DCS 172

9 KMØI John Hattiesburg, MS Allstar

10 NØANC Shannon St. Cloud mobile 443.850 - FM - DCS 172

11 KI5ØAOK Robert Katy, TX Allstar

closed the net @ 20:00

 n0anc 

ki5aok robert katy tx

fargo hamfest 9/24/2022 arrl 

kb0nmn - 72f in ham shack -thx to tom for wx report - church event going forward

km0i - 87f feels like 105 dp over 80 

kg0cv - forgot to mention kg0cap

ki5aok - trying to be the heat -105.9 101 now - got new patio installed

brainerd hamfest 8/20/2022

DARC FM Net Sat 07/09/2022 on  224.800 FM, 145.270 FM DCS (Digital Code Squelch) 172 , 443.8500    D172, 444.350 DCS 172, & 

NØBJN-L &NYØI-R Echolink Nodes @ 19:30 CST                   

Comments

kf0auv - working on remote stations

kg0cv - ht on deck -beatu day - did stuff around the house weekend

ke0ncv - gd even not a lot going on a bit warm,taking care of pittbulls

ny0i -  upgrades to shack pulled out 90 amp power supply and redid garage shack

kf0auw - did lawn cutting - cutting church yard- when its cooler.

kd0mom - got a notice from nat wx - weather may become severe. be sky aware - in twin cities grandson grad hs beaut wx.

n0bjn - hi everyone 25 watts -agenda - 

darc room merge with mn wis

50ft 3 legged tower fro free kb0fmj gmail.com rohn tower


